
TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR E-BUSINESS PLAN

The e-commerce plans start with website goals. many ecommerce tools and technologies required to build an
e-commerce store and operate.

But these barriers should become smaller over time. This is why a business plan should have cost schedules,
and milestones, which trigger drawdowns in capital to cover expenses. All those extra "features" may just
make your technology whether it be a software program or a telephone harder to use. Even those who
disparage business plans often perform many of the important aspects of business planning and call it
something else. Whether this is a good strategy depends on how many more patents will be forthcoming in a
particular market sector. The intended future of the organization may also be described in a vision statement,
or simply "vision". However, many traditional companies weren't concerned about the upstart Dot-Coms and
didn't try to move at "Internet time". In contrast to the freewheeling days of the Dot-Coms, today's survivors
emphasize the relative value of each expenditure. Get references, see what past work they've done and, like an
employee, give the relationship time to mature to be sure they're working in your best interest.
Nanotechnology Business Nanotechnology is totally different than software. Running a successful business
and writing successful code are two different sets of skills not usually found in a single individual. Sometimes
the speed of diffusion is fast, as in optical networking, but at other times it is slow. But consider having a
website filled with relevant information for your customers, partners and employees. Starting An e-Business
The restructuring of a business to include e-business activities, or the startup of a new e-business are unique
processes that require planning. When the plan is no longer useful in aiding decisions, it should revised,
replaced with an implementation plan, or discarded. Provide financial details about how much it will cost for
you to be successful. While some people might prefer to buy pet supplies online, did the market really justify
the startup of five competing online pet stores? You'll need to show the viability of your concept without
revealing extremely sensitive company secrets which should not be put in a written business plan. One
interesting facet of VCs is that they are subject to a "herd mentality" along with various market and business
analysts. In addition, ensure your computers and network are configured by a local security consultant your
general knowledge solution provider might not have sufficient expertise to properly harden your computers
and network from online attackers. Physical network ports allow you to connect cables to computers, routers,
modems etc. Starting an e-business program within a large organization is difficult and is likely to fail. What
is your content marketing strategy? Even if your company makes old-fashioned chocolate chip cookies, you'll
rely on technology to handle most routine business operations, from maintaining financial records, to
processing orders, to staying in contact with suppliers and customers. References 3. Where you can add some
additional value? Affiliate sale networks â€” Allowing other blogs and websites to sell your product for a cut
of the revenue. This is used any time you download files in a browser such as a pdf document, a piece of
software, an image etcâ€¦ FTP is also used by web developers to manage files on a server. The initial plan for
a start-up is known as a business plan. Not only did it lose sales, it also lost the trust and support of its channel
partners.


